Qupital Strengthens Invoice Financing Platform for Hong Kong SMEs
through Partnership with Alibaba.com
HONG KONG, 16 March 2018 – Qupital, Hong Kong’s first online invoice financing service provider,
has formed a partnership yesterday with Alibaba.com, the leading wholesale marketplace for global
trade, to strengthen its own invoice financing platform to facilitate trade for small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) in Hong Kong.
The collaboration with Alibaba.com unites the strength of the world’s leading business-to-business emarketplace with the city’s largest online invoice financing service provider, enabling qualified Gold
Supplier members of Alibaba.com to more easily free up working capital via Qupital’s platform.
Following the tie-up, Alibaba.com Gold Supplier members applying for Qupital’s invoice financing
service can opt to have their applications fast-tracked by using their operations record with Alibaba.com
as an evaluation factor. As a result, qualified Alibaba.com members can expect a faster turnaround for
funding approvals and larger loan amounts.
In addition, Qupital’s customers will also be able to enjoy select promotional offers from Alibaba.com
to enhance their exposure to global buyers on the e-commerce platform.
“We are thrilled with the opportunity to extend Qupital’s financing solution to our Hong Kong customers,
and enable the use of our platform’s insights to help ease their cash flow challenge,” said Rick Ng,
Business Director, Alibaba.com Hong Kong. “This collaboration will be a strong addition to the network
of support services that we are building for our SME customers.”
“This collaboration with Alibaba.com will greatly benefit Qupital and our customers, especially as a new,
fast-growing fintech company,” Winston Wong, Founder of Qupital, said. “SMEs will enjoy invaluable
opportunities and convenience within the ecosystem we are building with Alibaba.com and our partners.
As a result, our clients can expect a seamless user experience that leads them to more efficient day-today operations.”
Qupital has also formed partnerships with the market’s leading business information, credit insurance,
and logistics company to develop its proprietary platform to address Asia’s reported USD 200 billion
SME financing gap. The company’s platform provides a bridge between the SMEs and investors, allowing
clients to turn their accounts receivables into cash. For more information please visit qupital.com.
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Photo caption:
Photo one:
Qupital, Hong King’s first online invoice financing service provider, announced its partnership with
Alibaba.com, which will allow SMEs on Alibaba.com to more easily apply for the invoice financing service
of Qupital.
In the photo: Winston Wong, Founder, Qupital (left) and Rick Ng, Business Director, Alibaba.com Hong
Kong (right)
Photo two:
Qupital and Alibaba.com announced a partnership to help SMEs expand their business. Representing
the two companies at the press conference include:
(From left to right)
Jacky Cheung, President, Qupital
Winston Wong, Founder, Qupital
Rick Ng, Business Director, Alibaba.com Hong Kong
Jeffrey Tse, Strategic Partnership Manager, Alibaba.com Hong Kong

About Qupital
Qupital operates a safe, secure and easy to use invoice trading platform. Qupital allows companies to
raise finance against their receivables by connecting them with professional investors in equitable winwin opportunities. For more information please visit qupital.com.
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